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Problem Statement

•The customer needs a better & more efficient way to use the loyalty 
points.

•The customer needs safety.

•The platform needs to deliver a frictionless experience to consumers.

•The customer needs more choices as to how they use their loyalty points

The basic idea based on the interpreted needs:

So, we need to develop a loyalty program that involves a secure and safe 
system that can democratize points and allow consumers to be more 
flexible with how they use their points. 



Solution Options and Chosen Concept



Does this concept really solve our needs?

• The customer needs a better way to use the points. A more efficient way.

•The customer needs safety.

•The platform needs to deliver a frictionless experience to consumers.

•The customer needs more choices as to how they use their loyalty points

Is this a hypothetical solution to the problem statement?:

A loyalty program needs to involve a secure and safe system that can 
democratize points and allow consumers to be more flexible with how they use 
their points. 
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Design Process

Conceptual Design

Identified client needs

Benchmarking

Target specifications

Concept development

Established introduction 

userpage  

Design the appearance of 

Merchant page

Design Homepage

Prototype I2

1

Addition of functions of userpage. 

Work on the cryptocurrency.

Improve the function based on the feedback 

Prototype II3

Complete all subsystems 

Link all subsystems together

(will be done in few days)

Prototype III4



Conceptual Design

● Technical Benchmarking

● Concept Development
○ Use of subsystems 



Prototype 1

User 
Experience



Prototype 2







Project management

● Using Wrike to evenly distribute tasks and to set reminders to complete 
tasks on time

● Weekly Meetings

● Communicating multiple times a week using different applications 
(Whatsapp, Email, Discord)

● Work together on problems and make big decisions together 



Virtual 

Web page 
creation difficulty

Workload 
increases

Time and Team changes 

Lack of programming ability 

Web conference

Constraints and Issues

Issues

Constraints
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Team Communication
Reasonable work arrangement

Discussing different opinions

Design Process and Wrike
Project planning 

Stay organized

Coding
How to utilize software 

and create the website.

Lessons Learned



Complete the final product

The user successfully 
purchases and uses tokens 
and gets reward points.

Publish website

Future Works

Complete
Test

Publish



Conclusion

● Our Goal

○ Create a rewards program that involves a safe 
and secure system that can democratize points 

○ Allow consumers to be more flexible with how 
they use their points and use them to buy 
discounted or items 

○ Build a cryptocurrency that can be given out as 
tokens for the consumer to spend
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